
Mysterious Sannikov Land – a phantom island rumored to exist in the Arctic Ocean, which many brave explorers strived 
and failed to find – was unexpectedly discovered in the beginning of the 21st century! Sannikov Land turned out to be ex-
tremely reach in natural resources – rare minerals, mammoth tusks, herds of deer and plenty of fish. The island is inhab-
ited by a peace-loving tribe of Onkilons who know neither gunpowder, nor wheel. Their speech doesn’t sound like anything 
the European ear is accustomed to – it resembles more the cries of seagulls. They write with sharpened sticks on bone 
tablets using a number of pictograms. The Onkilons are fascinated by such things as an electric bulb or a self-propelled 
ship. They are terrified of the radio but a business suit sends them into hysterical fits of laughter.

Such a rich and economically undeveloped region is a dream of every investor, and it didn’t take long for them to Sannikov 
Land in volumes. The envoys of the civilized world try to enlighten the Onkilons on the latest technological and cultural 
achievements, to describe to them such things as karaoke and formal education, digital watches and artificial flavoring, 
procedure of democratic elections and cell phones.

You will act as envoys who try to entice the Onkilons with technological wonders and to explain realities of the modern 
world through primitive notions. And also as Onkilons who strive to understand, for example, what an “ear inside 
hand” may stand for and whether it is really worth a mammoth tusk.

T h e  g o a l  o f  T h e  g a m e
acting in turn as envoys and as Onkilon tribesmen, 
players try to earn the most victory points by successfully 
communicating with each other using primitive symbols 
from onkilon language.

C o n T e n T s
•	 78 primitive symbols cards
•	 45 civilization achievements cards 
 (2 achievements on each card)
•	 6 sets of voting tokens numbered from 1 to 6 
 (one set per player)
•	 18 resource tokens:

— 6 “smoked herring” tokens (value I)
— 6 “reindeer hide” tokens (value II)
— 6 “mammoth tusk” tokens (value III)

•	 50 victory points tokens

s e T u p
Shuffle	the	symbols	and	achievements	decks	and	set	them	
on the table along with the pool of victory points tokens.

each player receives:

•	6 primitive symbols cards
•	3 achievements cards 
•	a set of 6 voting tokens of one color
•	3 resource tokens, one of each available type
If you are playing with younger children, you can leave out 
of play the achievements cards marked by the star symbol.

f l o w  o f  T h e  g a m e
The game is played in rounds. The recommended number 
of rounds:

3 players — 5 rounds 4 players — 4 rounds
5 players — 3 rounds 6 players — 2 rounds

each round has as many turns as there are players. each 
player in turn becomes the main player once per round. The 
main player acts as an envoy of the civilized society, while 
other players act as Onkilon tribesmen. each round the 
envoy will try to acquaint the tribesmen with one of the 
achievements of the modern civilization. It is important for 
the envoy	to	attract	attention	to	his	offering,	but too much 
attention is not a good thing – if all the tribesmen grasp 
the advantages of this achievement they will start fighting 
each other over it and may even beat up the envoy who 
ends up empty-handed in this case.

— Game turn —
p r e s e n T I n g  a n  a C h I e v e m e n T

1. The envoy lays out in front of himself a vertical row of 
his 3 achievements cards so that they are easily visible to 
all players. 

2. he puts in front of himself face-down the voting token 
with the number corresponding to the achievement he has 
chosen to present (the achievements are numbered from 1 
to 6 top to bottom). To speed up the game we recommend 
players to start preparing their explanations in advance. 

3. The envoy explains to Onkilons the 
meaning of the selected achievement 
using the symbols cards in his hand. he 
may use 2 or 3 cards, laying them on the 
table next to the row of the achievements 
in	the	order	he	finds	most	appropriate.

Example:
The envoy has the following hand of primitive 
symbols: Fur boots, Bird, Grass, Loud, Sun, Sky.
The words in the row of achievements cards 
are the following: Zoo, Lighthouse, Green-
house, Clock, Plane and Camera. 
He decides to explain the meaning of Clock, so 
he puts in front of him face-down his voting to-
ken with number 4 and the following symbols 
cards: Sun, Loud, Bird.



u n d e r s T a n d I n g  T h e 
e n v o y  a n d  s T a k e s

now the Onkilons	 try	 to	 figure	
out which of the achievements the 
envoy has depicted with his set of 
symbols. each Onkilon places in 
front of himself face-down a voting 

token (his vote) and one of his avail-
able resource tokens (his stake). after 

all players selected their tokens, they are 
simultaneously revealed. an Onkilon is 

considered to have understood the envoy 
if the number on his voting token matches that on the en-
voy’s voting token.

Example:
Two Onkilons have guessed that this is indeed Clock, thus they 
placed in front of themselves their voting tokens with number 4. 
One of them selected as his stake the “tusk” token while the other 
selected his “herring” token. The third Onkilon has decided in fa-
vor of Plane, so he placed in front of himself his voting token with 
number 5 and his “hide” token.

s C o r I n g
There are two possible outcomes:

none of the Onkilons understood the envoy or all the 
Onkilons understood the envoy.

The envoy gets nothing (not counting the bruises received 
from the enraged Onkilons).

each Onkilon receives one victory 
point (after banishing the use-
less envoy,	 they	 all	 go	 fishing	
together).

Example:
If all Onkilons would have decided that 
this is Plane or if they all would 
have guessed correctly that his is 
Clock, then the envoy would have 
received no points and each Onkil-
on would have received 1 point.

some but not all of the Onkilons under-
stood the envoy.

each Onkilon who understood the envoy earns vic-
tory points according to the value of his stake (“smoked 
herring” – 1 point, “reindeer hide” – 2 points, “mammoth 
tusk” – 3 points)

The envoy earns victory points according to the highest of 
the stakes made by Onkilons who understood him.

Example:
In our case the Onkilons who understood the envoy receive victory 
points – the first Onkilon gets 3 points for his tusk and the second 

– 1 point for his herring. The envoy receives 3 points. The Onkilon 
who has chosen Plane receives no points.

s p e n d I n g  a n d  r e s T o r I n g 
r e s o u r C e  T o k e n s

all onkilons who didn’t understand the envoy loose the 
resource tokens they used as their stakes this turn. These 
tokens are set aside and are unavailable to players in the 
following turns until they are restored. 

as soon as a player makes a stake with his last available re-
source token, both of his tokens that have been lost during 
previous turns are immediately restored to his hand and 
can be used again during following turns.

Example:
If none of the players understood the envoy, they all loose their 
stakes, if all the players understood the envoy, they all keep their 
stakes.
If player uses his last resource token (“mammoth tusk”) as his 
stake, both of the resource tokens he lost earlier (“reindeer hide” 
and “smoked herring”) are returned to him. If he doesn’t under-
stand the envoy this round, he will loose the “tusk” and will be left 
with “hide” and “herring”. If he understands the envoy, he keeps 
all 3 tokens.

e n d  o f  T u r n
1. all players take back their voting tokens.

2. The envoy discards all achievement and symbols cards 
used this turn. plus, he can discard any one unwanted 
symbol from his hand.

3. The envoy draws symbols cards up to his hand of 6 and 
also draws 3 new achievements cards.

a new turn begins in which a player to the left of the current 
main player becomes the envoy.

e n d  o f  T h e  g a m e  a n d  v I C T o r y
The game ends after the agreed number of rounds is played. 

The player with the most victory points wins!

Желаем	успеха	
и	взаимопонимания!
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